Recently generalized exponential distribution has received considerable attentions. In this paper, we deal with the Bayesian inference of the unknown parameters of the progressively censored generalized exponential distribution. It is assumed that the scale and the shape parameters have independent gamma priors. The Bayes estimates of the unknown parameters can not be obtained in closed form. Lindley's approximation and importance sampling technique have been suggested to compute the approximate Bayes estimates. Markov Chain Monte Carlo method has been used to compute the approximate Bayes estimates and also to construct the highest posterior density credible intervals. We also provide different criteria to compare two different sampling schemes and hence to find the optimal sampling schemes. It is observed that finding the optimum censoring procedure is a computationally expensive process, and we have recommended to use the sub-optimal censoring procedure, which can be obtained very easily. Monte Carlo simulations are performed to compare the performances of the different methods and one data analysis has been performed for illustrative purposes.
Introduction
Two-parameter generalized exponential distribution (GE) was originally introduced by Gupta and Kundu [6] as a skewed distribution, and as an alternative to Weibull, gamma or lognormal distribution. Because of the shape and scale parameters, it is observed that GE distribution can take different shapes and it can be used quite effectively to analyze skewed data. Extensive work has been done by several authors on GE distribution, see for example the review article by Gupta and Kundu [8] and the references cited there.
Although extensive work has been done on the statistical inferences of the unknown parameters of the GE distribution for complete and censored sample data in the frequentest context, see for example Madi and Raqab [12] , Kundu and Pradhan [10] , Mitra and Kundu [13] , but not much work has been done for censored sample data in the Bayesian set up.
Among the different censoring schemes Type-I and Type-II are the two most popular censoring schemes, in the last few years, progressive censoring scheme has received considerable attention, see for example the book by Balakrishnan and Aggrawala [2] and also the recent excellent review article by Balakrishnan [1] .
Recently in the frequentest set up, Pradhan and Kundu [15] considered the statistical inference of the unknown parameters of the generalized exponential distribution when the data are progressively censored and also proposed some optimum censoring schemes. The aim of this paper is two fold. We consider the same problem as in Pradhan and Kundu [15] , but mainly from the Bayesian perspective. First we consider, the Bayes estimates of the unknown parameters under the assumptions that both the shape and the scale parameters have gamma priors and they are independently distributed. It is assumed throughout that the loss function is squared errors, although any other loss function can be easily incorporated. As expected the Bayes estimates of the unknown parameters can not be obtained in explicit forms. We suggest Lindley's approximations to compute the Bayes estimates of the unknown parameters, and also importance sampling technique, to construct the highest posterior density (HPD) credible intervals of the unknown parameters. We perform some simulation study to see the performances of the proposed method and also to compare with the maximum likelihood estimators. It is observed that if we have proper prior information, then the Bayesian inference has a clear advantage over the classical inference.
The second aim of this paper is to provide the methodology to compare two different sampling schemes and hence in turn, to compute the optimal sampling scheme, for a given prior distribution. Recently, Zhang and Meeker [17] and Kundu [9] discussed Bayesian life testing plan for Weibull distribution. In this paper we provide the optimal sampling plan for GE distribution. It is observed that finding the optimal sampling plan is a discrete optimization problem and it is computationally quite expensive. Due to this fact we have suggested a sub-optimal plan, which can be obtained very easily.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we provide the model assumption and prior distributions. Approximate Bayes estimates and the construction of HPD credible intervals are provided in section 3. Numerical results and data analysis are presented in section 4. The construction of optimal censoring scheme is presented in section 5 and finally we conclude the paper in section 6.
Problem Formulation and Prior Assumption
It is assumed that n-identical units are put on a test and the lifetimes of the n-items are T 1 , . . . , T n . It is further assumed that T i 's are independent and identically distributed GE random variables with the PDF f (t; α, λ) = αλ 1 − e −tλ α−1 e −tλ ; t > 0.
Here α > 0 and λ > 0 are the shape and scale parameters respectively. The GE distribution with the PDF (1) will be denoted by GE(α, λ). The integer m < n is pre-fixed and also Now we provide the prior information on the unknown parameters. We use the following notation. A random variable X is said to have a gamma distribution with the shape parameter β > 0 and the scale parameter θ > 0, if X has the following probability density function;
and it will be denoted as X ∼ gamma(β, θ).
It is assumed that α and λ have the following independent gamma prior distributions;
Here all the hyper parameters a, b, c, d are known and non-negative. It may be noted that for known λ, (2) is the conjugate prior on α. But if both are unknown, the joint conjugate priors do not exist. Note that it is not unreasonable to assume independent gamma priors on the shape and scale parameters for a two-parameter lifetime distributions. It is due to the fact that gamma distributions are very flexible, and the Jeffrey's (non-informative) prior is a special case of this. Independent gamma priors have been used in the Bayesian analysis of Weibull distribution, see for example Berger and Sun [5] or Kundu [9] . For Bayesian analysis of the gamma distribution, Son and Oh [16] assumed the gamma prior on the scale parameter and independent non-informative prior on the shape parameter, which is a special case of the gamma distribution. Now based on the above priors, in the next section we obtain approximate Bayes estimates and the corresponding HPD credible intervals.
Bayes Estimates and Credible Intervals
In this section we consider the Bayes estimation of the unknown parameters, under the prior assumptions provided in (2) and (3). For computing the Bayes estimates, we have mainly assumed the squared error loss function, although any other loss function also can be incorporated. The likelihood function of the observed sample
Using the joint prior distribution of α and λ, we obtain the joint distribution of the data, α and λ as
Based on (5), the joint posterior density of α and λ given the data is
Therefore, the Bayes estimates of any function of α and λ say g(α, λ) under the squared error loss function is
It is not possible to compute (7) analytically in this case. Two approaches are suggested here to approximate (7), namely (a) Lindley's approximation and (b) Importance Sampling Procedure.
Lindley's Approximation
Lindley proposed his procedure to approximate the ratio of two integrals such as (7) . This has been used by several authors. Based on Lindley's approximation, the Bayes estimates of α and λ under the squared error loss function are 
Here α and λ are the MLEs of α and λ respectively, and a, b, c, d are the known hyperparameters. The explicit expressions of τ 11 , τ 12 , τ 21 , τ 22 , τ 30 , τ 03 , l 21 , l 12 are provided in the Appendix A.
Importance Sampling
In the previous subsection we obtain the Bayes estimates of the unknown parameters using the Lindley's approximation method. Unfortunately, using Lindley's method it is not possible to compute the highest posterior density (HPD) credible intervals. In this subsection, we propose importance sampling procedure to compute the Bayes estimates and also to construct the HPD credible intervals.
Under the assumptions on the priors of α and λ as given in (2) and (3), the posterior density function of α and λ can be written as
where
Using (10), it is possible to use the importance sampling procedure to compute the Bayes estimates of any function of α and λ, say g(α, λ) and also to construct the corresponding HPD credible intervals.
Let us denote the right hand side of (10) as l N (α, λ|data). Therefore, l N (α, λ|data) and l(α, λ|data) differ only by the proportionality constant. The, Bayes estimate of g(α, λ) under the squared error loss function is
It is clear from (12) that to approximate g B (α, λ), using the importance sampling procedure one need not compute the normalizing constant. We use the following procedure:
• Step 1: Generate
• Step 2: Repeat this procedure to obtain (α 1 , λ 1 ), . . . , (α N , λ N ).
•
Step 3: The approximate value of (12) can be obtained as
Now we would like to obtain the highest posterior density (HPD) credible intervals of α and λ using the generated importance sampling procedure. We illustrate the procedure for α but it can be similarly implemented for λ also.
Suppose a p is such that
Now consider the following function
Clearly,
Therefore, an approximate Bayes estimate of a p under the squared error loss function can be obtained from the generated sample {(α 1 , λ 1 ), . . . , (α N , λ N )} as follows. Let
Note that w (i) 's are not ordered, they are just associated with α (i) . Then an Bayes estimate of a p is
where N p is the integer satisfying
Now using the above procedure a 100(1 − γ)% credible interval of α can be obtained as
4 Numerical Experiments and Data Analysis
Numerical Experiments
In this subsection, we present some experimental results to observe the behavior of the For a particular, n, m and a sampling scheme, using the algorithm proposed by Balakrishnan and Sandhu [3] we have generated the progressively censored generalized exponential distribution. First we have used the non-informative gamma priors for both the shape and scale parameters, i.e, when all the hyper-parameters are zero and we call it as Prior-1. Note that as the hyper-parameters go to zero, the prior density becomes inversely proportional to its argument and also becomes improper. This density is commonly used as an improper prior for parameters in the range of zero to infinity and this prior is not specifically related to gamma priors only. It should also be mentioned that even if we take non-proper prior, the joint posterior density of α and λ is still proper.
For comparison purposes, we have considered informative gamma priors also. For example we have considered Prior-2: a = 1.5, b = 2.25, c =5 and d = 5. Purposely, we have taken the prior means to be same as the original means. Note that Prior-1 and Prior-2 are two extreme priors. In one case it is totally non-informative (Prior-1) and in the other case, prior means are exactly equal to the original means. In practice most of the priors will be in between these two extremes.
In all cases squared error loss functions has been used for computing the Bayes estimates.
For a particular censoring scheme, we compute MLEs and the Bayes estimates using Lindley's approximations. We compute asymptotic confidence intervals of α and λ based on the Fisher information matrix. We also compute the Bayes estimates and 95% highest posterior density (HPD) credible intervals based on 1000 importance sampling. We replicate the process for 2000 times and average estimates, mean squared error, average confidence length /credible length and 95% coverage percentages are reported in Table 1 , 2 & 3.
Note that the sampling schemes, [1] , [3] , [5] , [7] , [9] are the usual Type-II censoring schemes, i.e., n − m items are removed at the time of the m-th failure. The sampling schemes [2] , [4] , [6] , [8] , [10] are just the opposite of the Type-II sampling schemes, i.e., n − m items are removed at the time of the first failure. Let us denote this censoring as Type-III censoring scheme, as in Pradhan and Kundu [15] . For fixed n and m, the expected experimental time of the Type-II censoring schemes are less than the corresponding Type-III censoring schemes. The expected experimental time of any other censoring scheme will be always between these two extremes, for fixed n and m.
Some of the foregoing points are made very clear from the tables. It is clear that the MLEs and the Bayes estimates using Lindley's approximation behave very much in a similar manner particularly, in case of non-informative priors. The Bayes estimates obtained using MCMC are slightly less biased than the MLEs or the Bayes estimates obtained using Lindley's approximations, but the mean squared errors are almost the same. Interestingly, similar behavior has been observed for prior-2 also. Even in case of prior-2, the biases of the Bayes estimates obtained using MCMC are slightly less than the Bayes estimates obtained using Lindley's approximations, but their mean squared errors are almost the same. Now 
Data Analysis
In this subsection we provide a data analysis for illustrative purposes. The data have been taken from Lawless [11] and it represents the failure or censoring times of 36 appliances [15] . It is observed in Pradhan and Kundu [15] that the GE distribution fits very well to the complete data in terms of Kolmogorov-Smirnov distance.
For illustrative purposes, we have generated three different progressively censored samples using three different sampling schemes with n=36 data with m=12, as follows: For each of the censoring scheme, we compute MLEs and Bayes estimates of α and λ.
Since we do not have any prior information, we take a = b = c = d = 0 for Bayes estimates.
The estimate of the parameters are given in Table 4 . It is clear that without the presence of 
Optimum Progressive Censoring Scheme
For a practitioner, finding the best progressive censoring scheme is quite important. Recently finding the optimal progressive censoring scheme has received some attention in the statistical literature, see for example Balasooriya and Balakrishnan [4] , Ng, Chan and Balakrishnan [14] , Kundu [9] and the references cited there.
In most of the practical situation, the sample size n is fixed, depending on the available resource. If the practitioner has a choice on the effective sample size m, the obvious choice should be m = n, to achieve the maximum efficiency in estimating the unknown parameters.
If both the sample size n and the effective sample size m < n are fixed in advance, a natural question arises how to choose a particular censoring scheme. Should one choose just based on convenience, or based on some statistical criterion.
Before progressing further, first we need to know what are the possible sampling schemes and how do we compare two censoring schemes. If somebody has a choice on n and m, therefore, the obvious choice will be m = n and n should be as large as possible. But in most of the practical situations, the experimenter may not have a choice on n and m.
Therefore, possible censoring schemes mean, for fixed sample size n and effective sample size m, different choices of {R 1 , . . . , R m }, such that
The problem boils down as follows: for fixed n and m choose that particular censoring scheme which is optimum. To define an optimum censoring scheme, first we need to define a criterion, based on which the optimality can be defined. If time is the only criterion, i.e., the expected experimental time should be minimum, then clearly the usual type-II censoring scheme (R 1 = . . . = R m−1 = 0) is the optimum criterion. In this paper, we define the optimality in terms of the information measure. We would like to choose that particular censoring scheme which provides the maximum information of the unknown parameters. A progressive censoring scheme
(1) provides more information than R (2) about the unknown parameters. it has been observed, see Gupta and Kundu [7] , that the trace or the determinant are not scale invariant. Therefore, it quite likely that a particular censoring scheme may be optimum with respect to a given unit, but if we change the unit of the data, then it may not remain the optimum scheme, which is not very desirable. To avoid this problem, using the ideas of Zhang and Meeker [17] and Kundu [9] , in the next subsection we propose two different criteria.
Criteria
In this subsection we propose two criteria to compare two censoring schemes and that can be used to find the optimum censoring scheme. Both the criteria are based on the estimation of the precision of the p-th (0 < p < 1) quantile. The p-th quantile of the GE(α, λ) is
We define two different information measures for a given censoring scheme, say R = (R 1 , . . . , R m ), based on estimating ln T p , as it was used by Zhang and
Meeker [17] and Kundu [9] . From the two different information measures, we can easily define two different criteria and they can be easily used to compare two different censoring schemes also.
Criterion 1: First let us define the first information measure for a given sampling scheme and also for a given data set as follows:
here R = (R 1 , . . . , R m ) denotes the sampling plan and V posterior(R) (ln T p ) denotes the posterior variance of ln T p . Since the posterior variance of ln T p depends on the data, we consider E data {V posterior(R) (ln T p )}, to make it a criterion, which is independent of data, see Kundu [9] , i.e.
One drawback about the Criterion 1 is that it is a function of the quantile point p. Using the idea of Gupta and Kundu [7] and Kundu [9] , we propose Criterion 2, which is independent of p.
Criterion 2:
In this case the weight function 0 ≤ W (p) ≤ 1, is a non-negative weight function defined on on [0, 1] and it has to be decided before hand depending on the problem. For example if somebody is interested to give more stress at the center, then more stress should be given near p = 0.5, on the other hand if somebody is interested to give more stress at the tails, then W (·) can be chosen accordingly.
Therefore, if we have two different censoring schemes, say R (1) and R (2) , then R (1) is better than R (2) , with respect to the criterion 1, if
). Similarly, it is true for criterion 2. The main problem here is the computation of (17) and (18). We use Lindley's approximation and simulation technique to approximate (17) and (18) as given below.
Finding the Optimum Scheme
First we mention how to approximate (17) and (18) numerically. In the Appendix B, we have explained in details how to approximate V posterior(R) (ln T p ) and
using Lindley's approximation. The following Monte Carlo approximation method can be used to compute (17) and (18) numerically.
Monte Carlo Approximation:
• Step 1: Generate α and λ from the joint prior distribution of α and λ assumings that they are proper.
• Step 2: For the given censoring scheme, generate a progressively censored sample t 1 , . . . , t m when the lifetime distribution is GE with parameters α and λ.
• Step 3: Calculate the approximate values of V posterior(R) (ln T p ) and
as suggested in Appendix B.
• Step 4: Repeat the procedure, say N times and compute their averages.
Now to find the optimum censoring scheme with respect to Criterion 1 or Criterion 2, one needs to compute (17) or (18) . Therefore, a sub-optimal censoring scheme can be obtained by choosing the optimal censoring scheme among these extreme points on the convex hull.
For illustrative purposes, we have presented different values of C 1 (R) for different p and C 2 (R) when W (p) = 1 for all 0 < p < 1. We have taken n = 20 and m = 8 and 12. The hyper parameters of α and λ are (a=1, b=2.5) and (c=1, d=1) respectively. We have reported the results only for the extreme points in Table 5 and Table 6 . It is clear that Type-III censoring provides the minimum variance (maximum information) in most of the cases and Type-II provides the maximum variance in all the cases among the sub-optimal schemes.
One natural question is, how to implement this optimum censoring procedure in practice, when the the priors are not known. In practice we can use independent gamma priors as Table 5 : The values of C 1 (R) and C 2 (R) for different R, when n=20 and m=8. 
Conclusions
In this paper we have considered the Bayesian inference of the unknown parameters of the generalized exponential distribution when the data are progressively censored. Under the assumptions of independent gamma priors on both the shape and scale parameters the Bayes estimates are obtained using Lindley's approximation and also by importance sampling technique. It is observed that if the prior information are available, then the Bayes estimates have clear advantages over the MLEs.
We have also used two different criteria to choose the optimum censoring plans. It is observed that finding the optimum censoring scheme is a discrete optimization problem and we have suggested sub-optimal censoring scheme which can be obtained very easily. The Table 6 : The values of C 1 (R) and C 2 (R) for n=20 and m=12. detailed comparison of the optimal and sub-optimal censoring schemes are in progress and it will be reported later.
Appendix A
For the two-parameter case, using the notation (λ 1 , λ 2 ) + (α, λ), the Lindley's approximation can be written as
, i, j = 0, 1, 2, 3, and i+j = 3, p i = ∂p ∂λ i , w i = ∂g ∂λ i , w ij = ∂ 2 g ∂λ i ∂λ j , p = ln π(λ 1 , λ 2 ), A ij = w i τ ii + w j τ ji , B ij = (w i τ ii + w j τ ij )τ ii , c ij = 3w i τ ii τ ij + w j (τ ii τ jj + 2τ We have
Appendix B
In this Appendix first we provide the approximation of V posterior(R) (ln T p ) using Lindley's technique and then along the same line the approximation of also can be obtained. Since
we approximate E posterior(R) (ln T p ) and E posterior(R) (ln T p ) 2 separately. We will use (19) in both the cases. For that purpose we just need to specify w 1 , w 2 , w 11 , w 12 , w 21 , w 22 only. The rest of the quantities are already available in Appendix A.
Approximating E posterior(R) (ln T p ): V posterior(R) (ln T p )dW (p) can be approximated using numerical integration with respect to the weight function W (·).
